
Automating Restock Of Emergency Ambulance Supplies:   

2 zones:  Ambulance cabinets and first in emergency response bag.  First in bag to be 
maintained by crew and staff.    

We are focusing on restocking of emergency medications and supplies in ambulance 
cabinets.    Cabinets with installed:  
A. Par level detection using weight based sensors in shelving/cabinets and/or supply 

totes.
B. Electronic/magnetic sensors to detect presence or absence of an item.

Ambulance cabinets are commonly used to restock the first in bag/jump bag during the 
shift when crew is on the go.  Ambulance cabinets are commonly stocked at end of shift by 
crew/staff.  In the past stock was maintained by manual inventory count or supply room 
barcode when items in ambulance supply cabinets were replenished. 

Now:   

A. Weight based sensors send alerts when a pre determined par level for item has been 
reached based on weight.  Designated employee is notified that an automated re order 
will occur soon.  When par level is reached item is automatically ordered.  This process 
is set in place in a time frame allowing newly ordered items to arrive prior to any item 
running out or becoming dangerously low. 

B. Electronic/magnetic sensors:  Detect absence of an item and issue an automatic re 
order.  Amount of stock is maintained to prevent running out and keep 1 item on cabinet 
shelf and several in back stock.  When shelf item is used back stock is replenished 
accordingly. 



User sets up account with amazon and any third party suppliers.  Par levels for each shelf/tote are defined. 

Ambulances containing mobile hotspots communicate with the cloud.  Orders are automated and stock never runs out.  Any 

unexpected stock needs can be expedited via smart buttons (like a dash button) in high volume areas.  Reports can be 

generated monthly or at other intervals to monitor usage.     

‧ Weight based replenishment sensors using wifi. 

‧ Electromagnetic sensors determining absence or presence of stock. 

‧ Mobile hotspot. 

‧ Amazon/AWS account for administrator. 

Notes:

Sources:

1. https://d13yacurqjgara.cloudfront.net/users/427540/screenshots/2401124/ambulance.png

2. https://developer.amazon.com/dash-replenishment-service

3. https://www.opi.net/analysis/analysis-making-a-dash-for-replenishment/

https://d13yacurqjgara.cloudfront.net/users/427540/screenshots/2401124/ambulance.png

